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Quantum batteries, composed of quantum cells, are expected to outperform their classical analogs. The origin
of such advantages lies in the role of quantum correlations, which may arise during the charging and discharging
processes performed on the battery. In this theoretical work, we introduce a systematic characterization of the
relevant quantities of quantum batteries, i.e., the capacity and the power, in relation to such correlations. For
these quantities, we derive upper bounds for batteries that are a collection of noninteracting quantum cells
with fixed Hamiltonians. The capacity, that is, a bound on the stored or extractable energy, is derived with
the help of the energy-entropy diagram, and this bound is respected as long as the charging and discharging
processes are entropy preserving. While studying power, we consider a geometric approach for the evolution
of the battery state in the energy eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian. Then, an upper bound for power is
derived for arbitrary charging process, in terms of the Fisher information and the energy variance of the battery.
The former quantifies the speed of evolution, and the latter encodes the nonlocal character of the battery state.
Indeed, due to the fact that the energy variance is bounded by the multipartite entanglement properties of batteries
composed of qubits, we establish a fundamental bound on power imposed by quantum entanglement. We also
discuss paradigmatic models for batteries that saturate the bounds both for the stored energy and power. Several
experimentally realizable quantum batteries, based on integrable spin chains, the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick and the
Dicke models, are also studied in the light of these newly introduced bounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the decline of fossil fuels, there is a constant search
for alternative energy sources. In this context, the growth of
renewable energies has boosted the urgency for better energy
storage devices, that is, batteries. They are often made up of
classical ingredients, be it chemical or cell-based, and are
primary devices, where energy can be remotely stored and
accessed deterministically. The reasons for storing energy are
twofold. First, while energy disposal is aimed to be at will,
renewable sources produce energy discontinuously, e.g., solar
panels do not generate energy at night. Second, in many cases,
the power provided by such sources is not enough to perform
some highly consuming tasks, like running a car.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the
study of the advantages that quantum effects could bring
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into the problem of energy storage [1–9], leading to the
concept of quantum batteries. They are intrinsically quantum
devices made of quantum cells that can interact, and thus
exploit collective quantum properties, in order to perform
the task of energy storage. The study in Ref. [1], for the
first time, suggested that quantum entanglement can boost
the extractable stored energy from an ensemble of quantum
batteries. Later, it was shown that quantum entanglement is
not absolutely necessary to increase the extractable energy,
and classical correlations are enough [10]. Also, the presence
of correlations, in the initial and final state of a quantum
battery, is detrimental to its storage capacity.

On the contrary, when looking at the power of a quan-
tum battery, i.e., the rate at which energy can be stored
or extracted, quantum correlations in the intermediate states
can lead to an enhancement, usually denoted as a quantum
speed up. In this line, the correspondence between quantum
entanglement and the power of a quantum battery has led
to many interesting studies, see for example [2–9]. The role
of nonlocal charging process has been studied theoretically
in Refs. [2,3], and for experimentally realizable quantum
batteries in [4,5]. More precisely, one of the features that
has been explored is the achievement of a superlinear rate
of charging by means of collective quantum effects. In these
cases, for a battery with N quantum cells, the total power
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would scale as N
√

N , instead of (linear) N . One trivially gets
the linear scaling in the case of independent charging of the
quantum cells. A review on the recent progress can be found
in Ref. [11].

In this work, we deem to consider all these important
aspects to characterize a quantum battery, adhering to the
traditional definitions of the stored energy and the power.
We study the capacity of a quantum battery, i.e., a bound
on the storable (extractable) energy, under entropy-preserving
processes. Notice that the scenario of an entropy-constrained
capacity was introduced in Ref. [12] for the study of work
extraction in finite quantum systems. Here, we extend these
results for the study of quantum batteries. In particular, we
introduce the energy-entropy diagram for quantum states, and
we show its usefulness to visualize both the limitations on
extractable and storable work. We also emphasize that many
of the previous works about quantum batteries assume only
the expectation value of the battery Hamiltonian, i.e., the
first moment. However, we know that this expectation value
does not always imply accessible energy, as a nonvanishing
variance implies lower usability of that energy [13]. Therefore
it is important to study higher moments of the energy, in order
to properly characterize a quantum battery.

In the case of power, one of the main results is a bound
on the rate at which energy can be deposited (extracted)
in a quantum battery in a charging (discharging) process,
obtained by means of a quantum geometrical approach. It
is valid for arbitrary charging (discharging) processes. The
bound is derived in terms of the energy variance of the battery
and the Fisher information (or speed of evolution) in the
eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian (denoted as IE ). On the
one hand, the energy variance of the battery can be related
to nonlocal properties of its quantum state, hence connecting
entanglement and power. In the case of qubit-based batteries,
this connection leads to another central result of this work,
that is, a mathematical inequality bounding the power by the
amount of entanglement generated between the cells. On the
other hand, IE signifies the rate of change of the battery state
in the energy eigenspace. This gives a better bound on power
compared to the case in which one considers the traditional
speed of evolution of the battery state in Hilbert space (i.e.,
the quantum Fisher information IQ). The reason is related to
the fact that there can exist initial and final time-evolved states
that are infinitesimal close (or identical) in energy, but orthog-
onal (and thus perfectly distinguishable) in Hilbert space. The
speed of evolution in Hilbert space would then be nonzero,
while power would be zero. Therefore, when studying power,
it is necessary to consider a speed of evolution based on
a notion of distinguishability between states that is directly
connected to the difference in their energetic distributions.

Furthermore, we use the derived bounds for the storable
energy and the power to systematically analyze the paradig-
matic cases that are often studied the literature, and also more
realistic models of quantum batteries, that include integrable
spins chains, and two models based on the LMG and the
Dicke Hamiltonian. For such a study, we restrict to charging
processes in which the battery is initially in a pure quantum
state. This leads to an entropy-free capacity given simply
by the difference between the ground state and the highest-
excited energies of the battery Hamiltonian. We then analyze

which portion of this capacity is stored in the battery due to
the charging dynamics, and its scaling with the number of
cells N . In the case of power, we also analyze the saturation of
the bound in terms of the quantities appearing in it and their
scaling with N .

The main results for this part are the saturation of our
bounds in the paradigmatic cases, the unveil of the role
of entanglement in the power of all these models, and the
challenging of the appearance of a quantum speed up in the
realistic models that we consider.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outline the
important properties of a quantum battery. Section III gives
the expression for capacity exploiting the energy-entropy
diagram. In Sec. IV, a bound on the power of a generic battery
is derived, in terms of the energy variance and the Fisher
information in energy eigenspace. In the case of qubit-based
quantum batteries, we introduce a bound on power in terms
of the k-qubit entanglement of the battery state. Section V
outlines paradigmatic spin-1/2(qubit) models that saturate the
derived bounds. We study various realistic models in light of
these bounds in Sec. VI. Finally, we dedicate Sec. VII for
conclusions.

II. QUANTUM BATTERIES AND THEIR PROPERTIES

In this section, we make a brief outline of the properties
that one needs to consider to make an assessment of a good
battery. A quantum battery is a physical system, where energy
can be stored for a relatively long time and extracted whenever
it is convenient. It is modeled by a Hamiltonian HB, so that its
internal energy, which depends on its state ρ, is given by

E (ρ) := Tr(ρHB) . (1)

In order to give a further insight into the problem, in this
work, we assume that a battery is composed of independent
noninteracting quantum cells, with the Hamiltonian

HB =
N−1∑
j=0

h j, (2)

where h j is the Hamiltonian of the jth quantum cell and
N is the total number of them. Notice that the form of the
battery Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) implies that we are considering
an additive nature of the battery stored energy, i.e., the total
energy is obtained as the sum of individual energies stored in
each battery cell.

The process of charging (or discharging) a battery is a
physical process �t that leads to the battery state ρ(t ) :=
�t (ρ(t0)) at each instant of time t . The main features that we
study in this work are the following.

Stored and extracted energy. For a given dynamical charg-
ing (discharging) process �t of a quantum battery, that is
initially in the state ρ(t0) := ρ0, the stored (extracted) energy
Es

ρ0
(Ee

ρ0
) is the maximum amount of energy that the battery

absorbs (delivers). They are defined by

Es
ρ0

[�t ] := max
t

E (ρ(t )) − E (ρ0),

Ee
ρ0

[�t ] := E (ρ0) − min
t

E (ρ(t )). (3)
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Notice that, in the above definitions, the energies are a func-
tional of the process, and the initial battery state (i.e., we
do not assume that the battery is initially fully empty nor
charged). Instead, we are interested in the energy change of
the battery given an arbitrary initial state and a dynamical
process �t , belonging to a certain set S of control operations.
Within this set, we also define the capacity CS of the battery
as its energetic amplitude, that is

CS := max
�t ∈S

Es
ρ0

[�t ] + max
�t ∈S

Ee
ρ0

[�t ]. (4)

In the present work, we will mainly focus in entropy-
preserving operations, which can be connected to unitary
operations for linear maps or in the many-copy limit, as
discussed in Sec. III. Notice then, that the capacity CS will
depend on the initial state ρ0 trough the initial entropy S(ρ0).
Physically, this means that, while given a battery Hamiltonian
HB the ideal capacity is trivially the difference between the
ground state and maximally excited state, one may not be
able to bring the battery in an exact pure state, thus reducing
the effective capacity under entropy-preserving/unitary oper-
ations [12].

The choice of this set of control operations is motivated
by the fact that batteries are not engines that convert heat into
work. Instead, they are supposed to operate in isolation from
the environment and store or supply energy when demand
arises. Also notice that within entropy-preserving operations
the stored energy, as defined in Eq. (3), coincides with the
(thermodynamical) work [14]. If we go beyond this assump-
tion, we have to consider work injection instead of internal
energy, as they migh not coincide. In this context, notice
that recent works directly addressed the issue of nonunitary
processes by considering dissipative charging protocols [8,9]
or the impact of correlations in the extractable work from
the battery [6]. It is also important the fact that even when
restricting to entropy-preserving or unitary operations, we
only consider the first moment of the Hamiltonian. However,
a nonzero variance in the stored energy worsens its determin-
istic extraction, as in a discharging process it might not be
possible to exactly reverse the time evolution generated during
the charging.

In this work, we will not take this variance into account
to derive our bound for storage. The reason is that for a large
number of cells N the energy variance (second moment) typi-
cally scales as 1/

√
N , and thus vanishes in the thermodynamic

limit. On the contrary, we will analyze the impact of this
variance when studying the charging processes of different
particular models of a quantum battery. An enhanced energy
variance in the battery may appear during the time evolution.
In these cases, it is important to see what percentage of it
remains in the final state, and how does it decay in the large N
limit.

Power. How quickly a battery can be charged (or dis-
charged) depends on its power. It is quantified by the rate of
energy flow in the battery during charging (or discharging),
that is

P(t ) := d

dt
E (ρ(t )) . (5)

Notice that as in the capacity definiton, the above definition
of Power coincides with the rate of Work injection only in

FIG. 1. Schematic of a charging (discharging) process in the
quantum state space. The trajectories represent two different charg-
ing processes A (blue) and B (red) in which the initial and final states
(|�i〉 and |� f 〉 respectively) coincide. The process A undergoes a
path with path length LA at a speed I (A)

E . Similarly, the process B
traverses the path length LB and the speed I (B)

E . The time required (tA

and tB for the two processes) to reach to the final state, from the initial
one, depends both on the path length and the speed. For instance,
the charging process requires shorter time, i.e., tA < tB, although the
speed of the process B is larger, I (A)

E < I (B)
E . This is because path

length of B is also larger, LA < LB.

the case of entropy-preserving transformations of the battery
state, that is when we considered an input of energy in an
isolated system, without heat exchange. This is also equiv-
alent to an adiabatic process where the system undergoes a
transformation without an interaction with the environment.
For a given charging process of a duration �t = t f − t0, the
average power will be

〈P〉�t = E (ρ(t f )) − E (ρ(t0))
�t

. (6)

From a geometric point of view, there are two relevant prop-
erties when studying how fast a charging process can evolve
a battery state from ρ(t0) to ρ(t f ). Within a notion of distance
(distinguishability) between quantum states, the amount of
time spent in the process is affected by both the rate at which
the battery state ρ changes during the time interval �t (speed
of state evolution), and how smart is the path taken, in terms
of the total length (trajectory of evolution). These two aspects
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Notice that the concepts of speed and
trajectory of evolution are highly dependent on the definition
of distinguishability between battery states. For instance, if
one considers distinguishability of states in Hilbert space, an
initial state could evolve to a perfectly distinguishable final
state, but with the same energy distribution as the initial one.
In this case, the speed of evolution would be nonzero, without
a change in the energetic properties of the state. Instead, in
this work, we use the concept of distinguishability in the
eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian and define the speed
of evolution accordingly.

In the following, we aim to understand the limits that quan-
tum mechanics imposes on the storage, the power, and energy
variance of any energy storage device. More specifically, we
are interested in understanding how these quantities scale with
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FIG. 2. Energy-entropy diagram. Any quantum state ρ is repre-
sented in the diagram as a point with coordinates xρ := (E (ρ ), S(ρ )).
The point in the thermal boundary with slope β corresponds to the
thermal state with inverse temperature β. The trajectory of a charging
(discharging) process is represented with a dotted (dashed) line.
They connect, respectively, the initial state ρ0, with entropy S0, and
the final state ρs (ρe). The capacity C corresponds to the energetic
amplitude at a given entropy.

the number of cells N . In doing so, we restrict ourselves
to entropy-preserving evolutions to perform charging and
discharging processes on the batteries.

III. BOUNDS ON THE STORED AND EXTRACTED
ENERGIES

Here we study the capacity of a battery, given by the
maximum amount of energy that it can store or that can
be extracted from it. We restrict our analysis to entropy-
preserving processes, which reduce to unitary operations in
the case of linear maps acting on a single copy of a state [15].
In the many-copy scenario, entropy-preserving operations
are understood as effective local operations generated by a
global unitary acting on asymptotically many copies of the
system [14,16] and a small ancilla η. That is, for any two states
ρ and σ with equal entropies, S(ρ) = S(σ ), (here we consider
the von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −Tr ρ log2 ρ) there exists
an additional ancilla system of O(

√
N log2 N ) qubits and a

global unitary U such that

lim
N→∞

‖Tr anc(Uρ⊗N ⊗ ηU †) − σ⊗N‖1 = 0 , (7)

where the partial trace is performed over the ancillary qubits
and ‖ · ‖1 is one-norm. In the finite case, where one cannot
apply the limit appearing in Eq. (7), we will also discuss how
the operational interpretation of our analysis changes.

A. Energy-entropy diagram

In order to understand the limitations on the energy that a
system can store, it is useful to introduce the energy-entropy
diagram, as depicted in Fig. 2. Given a system described by
a time-independent Hamiltonian H , a state ρ is represented
in the energy-entropy diagram by a point with coordinates
xρ := (E (ρ), S(ρ)) (see Fig. 2). All physical states reside in
a region that is lower bounded by the horizontal axis (i.e.,
S = 0) corresponding to the pure states, and upper bounded by
the convex curve (E (β ), S(β )) which represents the thermal
states of both positive and negative temperatures. Let us

denote such a curve as the thermal boundary. The inverse
temperature associated with one point of the thermal boundary
is given by the slope of the tangent line in such a point, since

dS(β )

dE (β )
= β . (8)

Notice that here a thermal state with negative β corresponds
to the case of population inversion, that is, the probability of
finding the system in a given energy eigenstate increases with
increasing energy.

Note also that a point xρ := (E (ρ), S(ρ)) of the energy-
entropy diagram corresponds in general to several quantum
states since, given a Hamiltonian, there are several states with
equal energies and entropies.

B. Capacity under entropy-preserving operations

Now, with the energy-entropy diagram, we derive the
capacity C(S) of a quantum battery. A dynamical process
that changes either the energy or the entropy of a system is
represented as a trajectory in the energy-entropy diagram. As
we are restricted to charging (discharging) processes that are
entropy-preserving, the trajectories of such a processes will be
horizontal lines in the diagram, see Fig. 2.

Observation 1 (Capacity). Consider an initial battery state
ρ0 and a dynamical process �t , within the set of entropy-
preserving maps. The stored and extracted energies are upper
bounded by

Es
ρ0

[�t ] � Emax(S(ρ0)) − E (ρ0),

Ee
ρ0

[�t ] � E (ρ0) − Emin(S(ρ0)).
(9)

If we only fix the initial entropy S0, there is a unique bound
given by addition of the two above:

Es
ρ0

[�t ] + Ee
ρ0

[�t ] � C(S0) (10)

where C(S) is the entropy-dependent capacity of the battery

C(S) = Emax(S) − Emin(S), (11)

with

Emin / max(S) := min
σ :S(σ )=S

/ max
σ :S(σ )=S

E (σ ) . (12)

Here the minimization/maximization is made over all states
with entropy S. Note that the minimum/maximum in (12)
is achieved by thermal states with positive/negative β also
called completely passive/completely active states [17].

Proof. The proof is straightforward from the energy-
entropy diagram and the fact that the processes are entropy-
preserving.

A first insight from the energy-entropy diagram is that
intersystem correlations are not needed in order to saturate the
optimal capacity of a battery. The two states that respectively
minimize and maximize the energy given an entropy lie in the
thermal boundary and are therefore thermal states. As thermal
states of noninteracting Hamiltonians between different cells
are product states, classical or quantum correlations do not
provide an advantage in saturating the capacity bound.

Let us finally discuss the operational interpretation of the
bounds (9). In the many-copy limit, for a fixed Hamilto-
nian and a given initial entropy, the completely passive and
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completely active states, corresponding to Emin and Emax, are
always reachable with the help of a small ancilla and a global
unitary operation. However, this statement is not always true
in the few-copy case, where unitary operations represent only
a subset of entropy-preserving ones. In this latter case, even
though the bounds (9) are still respected, it will not always be
possible to saturate them when the set of control operations is
limited to unitary operations [18].

IV. BOUND ON POWER

In this section, we derive the bound on power, following
geometric approaches towards quantum speed and trajecto-
ries. Although our discussion is focused on the problem of
energy storage, our bound can also be applied to any other
observable O, when the main goal is to increase its expectation
value 〈O(t )〉 as fast as possible.

A. Speed of evolution in state space and energy eigenspace

We start by introducing a notion of distance between states
in Hilbert space. At this point we deem appropriate to mention
that many of the concepts that will appear in this section
appear naturally in the framework of quantum speed limits
(QSL) (for a review, see Ref. [19]). However, here we will
use them in the form crafted for the study of energy storage.
Let us consider the Bures angular distance [20], between two
quantum states ρ and σ , defined as

DQ(ρ, σ ) = arccos [F (ρ, σ )] , (13)

where F (ρ, σ ) = Tr (
√√

ρσ
√

ρ ) is the Uhlmann’s fi-
delity [21]. Now, for an evolution of a system ρ(t ) → ρ(t +
dt ), the instantaneous speed in state space is defined as

v(t ) := lim
δt→0

D(ρ(t + δt ), ρ(t ))
δt

. (14)

After a straightforward calculation (see, for example,
Ref. [19]), it can be rewritten as

v(t ) = 1
2

√
IQ(ρ(t )), (15)

where IQ(ρ(t )) is the quantum Fisher information (QFI). For
any quantum state ρ(t ) = ∑

i pi|i〉〈i|, which is undergoing a
unitary evolution driven by a Hamiltonian H (t ), the QFI is
given by

IQ(ρ(t )) =
∑
i 
= j

(pi − p j )2

pi + p j
|〈i|H (t )| j〉|2. (16)

The QFI, in information theory, has the interpretation of an in-
formation measure [22]. In fact, the IQ(ρ(t ))dt2 quantifies the
distance between states ρ(t ) and ρ(t + dt ) that are separated
by an infinitesimal time dt and driven by the Hamiltonian
H (t ). In the context of quantum metrology, a higher value
of QFI indicates a potential to result in a higher precision
estimation of a parameter. For instance, IQ(ρ(θ )) = 0 implies
that any information about the parameter θ cannot be ex-
tracted, whereas divergent IQ(ρ(θ )) → ∞ means estimation
of the parameter θ with infinite precision. We refer to the
Refs. [23,24] for a review in the context of quantum infor-
mation and quantum optics, respectively.

FIG. 3. A schematic representation of speed of quantum evolu-
tion in Hilbert space (IQ) and the speed of evolution in the energy
eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian (IE ). Notice that, in general,
IQ � IE .

For the case of pure states, the Bures distance reduces to
the Fubini-Study distance, which is given by

D(ψ, φ) := arccos |〈φ|ψ〉| . (17)

Then, the corresponding speed, for the case of a unitary time
evolution driven by a Hamiltonian HC (t ), becomes

v(t ) =
√

〈ψ (t )|HC (t )2|ψ (t )〉 − 〈ψ (t )|HC (t )|ψ (t )〉2

=: �HC (t ) . (18)

Hence, for pure states, the speed of the system in the
Hilbert space is given by the instantaneous energy variance
measured by the charging Hamiltonian HC (t ) that drives the
evolution of the system. Note that, in the case of a time-
independent charging Hamiltonian, the energy variance does
not change during the entire evolution. Once we have a notion
of speed, the length of the trajectory followed for a time tF is
given by

L[ρ(t ), tF ] =
∫ tF

0
dt v(t ) . (19)

When considering the Bures angle as a measure of dis-
tance, we are looking at the physical distinguishability of
the system. However, when looking at systems as quantum
batteries, i.e., energy storage devices, we are not interested
in how fast the state changes, but in how fast its energy
distribution evolves. In other words, there are orthogonal
states (perfectly distinguishable) that have identical energy
distributions. Thereby, although the system can be moving
very fast in the state space, its change in the energy content can
be negligible. From this perspective, it is useful to introduce
a measure of distance between quantum states not based
on their statistical distinguishability, but in their energetic
distinguishability (see Fig. 3). To do so, let us write the battery
Hamiltonian in its spectral representation

HB =
∑

k

EkPk , (20)

where Pk is the projector onto the eigenspace associated to the
eigenvalue Ek . The energy distribution of a state ρ is given by
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the populations

pk := Tr(Pk ρ) . (21)

The speed in the energy space can then be defined as the
relative entropy distance between the energy distributions in
two consecutive moments of time

vE (t ) := lim
δt→0

DKL( �p(t + δt )‖ �p(t ))1/2

δt
, (22)

where DKL( �p, �q) is the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler
divergence [20] between two discrete probability distributions
�p and �q. It is defined by

DKL( �p‖�q) :=
∑

k

pk log2
pk

qk
. (23)

After a straightforward calculation, one gets

DKL( �p(t + δt )‖ �p(t )) =
∑

k

ṗ2
k

pk
δt2 + O(δt3) , (24)

where the first order contribution vanishes due to
∑

k ṗk =
0. This means that the right distance to define a speed is the
square root of the relative entropy, which can be written in
terms of the Fisher information in the energy eigenspace as

IE (t ) := 2vE (t )2 =
∑

k

(
d

dt
log2 pk (t )

)2

pk (t ) . (25)

It is interesting to point out that the same conclusion is
reached when, instead of using the Kullback-Leibler distance,
one employs the angular distance D(p, q) := arccos Fcl(p, q),
with Fcl(p, q) = ∑

k
√

pkqk being the classical fidelity. As the
quantum fidelity reduces to the classical one in the case where
the states are diagonal in the same eigenbasis, the speed in
energy space can be understood as the speed in the state space
of the dephased states in the energy basis

vE (t ) = lim
δt→0

D(ρ(t + δt ), ρ(t ))
δt

� v(t ) , (26)

where ρ̄ := ∑
k PkρPk represents the dephased state in the

energy eigenbasis. We refer to the Fig. 3 for a schematic
representation. The last inequality is a consequence of the Bu-
res distance being monotonically decreasing under quantum
operations.

Note that both the IQ and the IE of uncorrelated and
independent systems are additive. Thus, for a system com-
posed on N identical subsystems in which each subsystem
goes through the same independent evolution, the speed at
which the system runs along a trajectory scales as

√
N . This

scaling for independent subsystems will be relevant in the
later discussion.

B. The bound on power

Equipped with this geometric framework, let us introduce
the following result. That is an upper bound on the rate at
which any dynamical process can change the mean value of a
given moment of an observable.

Theorem 2. Given an observable O, that is time-
independent in the Schrödinger picture, the following

inequality is satisfied(
d

dt
〈Om〉

)2

� �
(
Om

)2
IO(t ), (27)

where �(Om)2 is the variance of the mth moment of the
observable that captures how nonlocal the evolution process
is, and IO(t ) is the Fisher information, which corresponds to
the speed of the process in the observable (O) eigenspace.

Proof. We first write the mth power of the operator O in its
spectral decomposition:

Om =
∑

k

Om
k k, (28)

where Ok are the eigenvalues of O and k the projectors onto
the corresponding subspaces. Using this decomposition, we
can write the expected value of Om as

〈Om〉 =
∑

k

Om
k πk (t ), (29)

where πk (t ) := Tr (ρ(t )k ). Taking the time-derivative of the
last equation, we get

d

dt
〈Om〉 =

∑
k

Om
k π̇k (t ) =

∑
k

√
πk (t )

(
Om

k − C(t )
) π̇k (t )√

πk (t )
,

(30)
where in the last step, we have used

∑
k π̇k (t ) = 0. Finally,

using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get(
d

dt
〈Om〉

)2

�
[∑

k

πk (t )
(
Om

k − C(t )
)2

][∑
l

π̇l (t )2

πl (t )

]
.

(31)
We can now identify the second factor on the right-hand
side as the Fisher information IO, representing the speed of
evolution in the observable (O) eigenspace. Furthermore, as
Eq. (31) is valid for any C(t ), a minimization over C leads to

C = 〈Om〉, (32)

which leads us to identify the first factor on the right-hand side
as �(Om)2 and completes the proof.

Corollary 3 (Power). Given a process for charging (or dis-
charging) a battery, with Hamiltonian HB, its instantaneous
power fulfills

P(t )2 � �HB(t )2IE (t ), (33)

where �HB(t )2 is the variance of the battery Hamiltonian that
captures how nonlocal in energy the charging process is, and
IE (t ) is the Fisher information, which corresponds to the speed
of the charging process in the energy eigenspace.

The corollary above can be seen as a special case of the
Theorem 2, where the observable is the battery Hamiltonian,
O = HB, and m = 1. We can parametrize the tightness of the
bound for power via an angle θP that satisfies

cos θP := P√
�H2

BI2
E

. (34)

This angle may be used to quantify how efficient a charging
process is in terms of power, if one considers �H2

B and IE as
resources that can give maximum power when cos(θP ) = 1.
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Furthermore, in some cases, it could be useful to consider a
time-averaged version of the bound (33) to eliminate the time-
dependence. One possibility would be to consider the bound

�E

�t
�

√〈
�H2

B

〉
�t

〈IE 〉�t , (35)

where �E is the change in the battery energy during the
interval �t , and

〈X 〉�t := 1/�t
∫ t0+�t

t0

X dt . (36)

To show that the speed of evolution in energy eigenspace
IE is more informative than the one in Hilbert space when
studying power, let us consider that the charging process is
driven by a Hamiltonian evolution given by HC (t ). We can
derive the following inequality from Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle:(

d

dt
〈HB〉

)2

= |〈[HB, HC (t )]〉|2 � 4�H2
B�HC (t )2, (37)

showing that our bound (33) is lower than the one obtained
using Heisenberg’s principle, as IE � 4�H2

C . Note that this
improvement is due to the fact that we are lowering the factor
4�H2

C , which is the speed of evolution in Hilbert space by
replacing it with IE that specifically quantifies the speed in
energy space.

We also remark that, by using IE instead of �H2
C ,

the quantities appearing in the bound (33) only depend
on the battery Hamiltonian HB and the battery state ρ(t ).
Thus the bound is not restricted to the case of Hamiltonian
evolution, but it can be used for any dynamical map. However,
one should be careful with the connection between stored
energy and stored work in the presence of an environment.

C. Quantum advantage in power

Once again, let us consider a battery that is made up of
N identical quantum cells, each with a Hamiltonian h j , such
that the total battery Hamiltonian reads HB = ∑N−1

j=0 h j . Now,
given two charging processes, how can we meaningfully state
that one of the two has a better performance in terms of
power than the other? In the literature, this comparison is
made in reference to the parallel charging case [2–4]. For
a battery composed of N identical quantum cells, a parallel
charging process is a unitary evolution driven by a charging
Hamiltonian of the form

H ||
C =

N−1∑
j=0

h j
c , (38)

where the Hamiltonian h j
c locally drives the charging process

of the jth quantum cell in the battery.
Now, to compare with any other unitary charging process,

driven by a general charging Hamiltonian HC , different quan-
tities are chosen and normalized such that they give rise to
the same scaling with the number of cells as in the parallel
case. These normalization procedures impose an extensive
scaling (linear in N) of the norm of the Hamiltonian ‖HC‖,

its variance �H2
C , or their time-averages in the case of time-

dependent Hamiltonians, equal to the case with H ||
C . Under this

constraint, unnormalized and normalized Hamiltonians are
related by a rescaling HC → x(N )HC . The rescaling ensures
that the total energy available to drive the charging process is
always the same at order N . In the context of these normaliza-
tion criteria, speed ups in power compared to parallel charging
have been theoretically explored in Refs. [2,3]. In these works,
entangled states or entangling operations are considered to be
closely related with such speed ups.

There are two main issues with the aforementioned ap-
proach to compare among batteries. First, the presented nor-
malization criteria may not correspond with the real experi-
mental limitations. It could very well be that the experimen-
talist is limited by the strength of the local interactions but not
by its amount. Hence, a fair comparison will mainly depend
on the experimental capabilities. A solution to this limitation
can be given by our approach, in terms of the bound in (33),
as it is derived irrespective of any normalization. There, the
bound is given in terms of IE , which may scale faster than N .

Once the speed of evolution in energy eigenspace has been
properly taken into account, we focus on the second term
in the bound (33), i.e., the energy variance �(HB)2

ρ , and we
analyze it from the geometrical point view. In particular, this
terms encodes the information about how quantumness, such
as quantum entanglement, plays an important role in enhanc-
ing the power of the battery. Below, we study its relation with
quantum entanglement, and relate it with the charging power.

D. Relation of power with entanglement

Consider a battery that is made up of N identical quantum
cells, with the battery Hamiltonian HB = ∑N

i=0 hi. The vari-
ance of HB for an arbitrary state ρ reads

�(HB)2
ρ =

∑
i

(
Tr

(
h2

i ρ
) − Tr (hiρ)2

)
+

∑
i 
= j

(Tr (hih jρ) − Tr (hiρ)Tr (h jρ)) . (39)

Let us discuss the relation of entanglement with (39) for
the case of pure states of the battery. The first sum corre-
sponds to the single-cell energy variance, which we denote as
�Loc(HB)2

ρ = ∑
i (Tr (h2

i ρ) − Tr (hiρ)2). This quantity scales
linearly with the number of cells N and coincides with
�(HB)2

ρ in the case of separable states (ρ = ⊗
ρi). As a

consequence, the only way for the variance to scale faster than
N is that the battery state is nonseparable, and thus entangled.

Indeed, in some cases one can even bound the energy vari-
ance �(HB)2

ρ with the multipartite entanglement properties of
the battery state [25,26]. For example, let us consider linear
qubit Hamiltonians, typically used as models of a quantum
battery [2,4,5], and that will be studied in Secs. V and VI,
which have the form

HB = 1

2

N−1∑
j=0

σ j
z , (40)

where σ
j

z is the z Pauli matrix corresponding to the jth site
of the qubit chain, and we have defined the single-cell energy
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spacing as the unit of energy. To characterize the multipartite
entanglement of this system consisting on N qubits, one
introduces the notion of a k-producible state [27,28]: a pure
state is k-producible if it is a tensor product of at most k-qubit
states, that is,

|�k−prod〉 = ⊗M
l=1|�l〉 , |�l〉 = ⊗ j |φ j〉 , # j � k , (41)

where |φ j〉 is a single qubit state on the site j of the chain.
A mixed state is k-producible if it is a mixture of pure k-
producible states

ρk−prod =
∑

α

pα

∣∣�α
k−prod

〉〈
�α

k−prod

∣∣ ,
(∑

α

pα = 1

)
. (42)

Based on this classification of states, a state is k-qubit entan-
gled if it is k-producible but not (k − 1)-producible. For our
purposes, a useful inequality for N-qubit k-producible states
is [25,26]

4�(HB)2
ρ � rk2 + (N − rk)2, (43)

where r is the integer part of N/k. Any state (pure or mixed)
that violates the bound of Eq. (43) thus contains (k + 1)-qubit
entanglement. Using the above inequality, we recast the bound
on power and arrive to the Corollary 4.

Corollary 4 (Power and entanglement). Given a process
for charging (or discharging) a quantum battery composed of
N-qubits, with a battery Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. (40),
if at time t the battery is at most k-qubit entangled, its
instantaneous power fulfills

P(t )2 � �HB(t )2IE (t ) � 1
4 [rk2 + (N − rk)2]︸ ︷︷ ︸

k producibility

IE (t )︸︷︷︸
disting. in
energy eig.

, (44)

where r is the integer part of N/k. In the cases where r is an
exact integer, the inequality reduces to

P(t )2 � kN

4
IE (t ). (45)

Notice that the bound of Eq. (44) sets the limitations
imposed in power by the multipartite entanglement properties
of the battery state and its distinguishability in the energy
eigenspace, both for pure and mixed states. Thus this bound
leads to a deeper understanding of the relation between en-
tanglement and power in qubit-based quantum batteries. For
instance, the inequality (43) is saturated only by a battery state
which is a product of r Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)
states of k qubits |GHZk〉, and another set of GHZ states of
N − rk qubits |GHZN−rk〉 [26], with

|GHZk〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉⊗k + |1〉⊗k ). (46)

An example of such a GHZ state was indeed introduced (with
k = N) in the seminal paper [2], introducing the potential
entanglement boost in quantum batteries.

Another important insight is that many-body charging
Hamiltonians with a large participation number and low order
of interactions will generically lead to battery states that
strongly differ from the optimal GHZ ones. In that sense, we
would also like to note that it is interesting to compare our
bound of Eq. (44) with the ones derived in the work [3], where

the relation of the quantum advantage in Power with the inter-
action order and participation number has been considered.

V. PARADIGMATIC EXAMPLES

One example that has become paradigmatic in the
field [2,4,5] is the charging of a battery composed of nonin-
teracting cells by a time-independent Hamiltonian evolution.
Once again, let us consider the battery Hamiltonian of N two-
level systems with the Hamiltonian HB = 1

2

∑N−1
j=0 σ

j
z , which

has the same form as Eq. (40). Initially, at t = 0, the battery
is in its ground state |ψ0〉 = |0〉⊗N . Notice that the ground
state has a negative energy and, as we are interested in the
energy difference, hereafter we will define the stored energy
at a given time as

E (t ) := Tr(|ψ (t )〉〈ψ (t )|HB) − Tr(|ψ0〉〈ψ0|HB). (47)

As the initial state is a pure state, which has zero entropy, one
trivially gets that the capacity is given by CS=0 = N . In order
to charge the battery, one can use different charging Hamil-
tonians HC . In particular, illustrative examples are the cases
of a parallel, global and hybrid Hamiltonians, represented
by H ||

C , H#
C , and Hh

C , respectively. These Hamiltonians are
given by

H ||
C = λ

N−1∑
j=0

σ j
x ,

H#
C = λ ⊗N−1

j=0 σ j
x ,

Hh
C = λ

q−1∑
j=0

⊗r
i=1σ

q j+i
x ,

(48)

where σ
j

x is the x Pauli matrix acting on the jth cell, and in the
hybrid case N = qr. Regarding time units, here λ represents a
charging frequency, where we use the convention h̄ = 1. The
main features of these three charging processes are outlined in
the Table I below.

It is easy to see that all these Hamiltonians evolve the initial
ground-state state to the highest energy state |1〉⊗N . Therefore
the stored energy coincides with the capacity at time λt f =
π/2, as per Observation 1. Power is the same for all the
cases, and the bound (33) is always saturated. Furthermore,
for these cases, the evolution speed in state space and energy
eigenspace coincide, as IE = 4�H2

C (see Table I). As can be
seen in Fig. 4, without any normalization constraints, IE scales
linearly with N in the parallel case, as there are many energy
levels involved in the evolution. The situation is drastically
different in the global case, where only the ground state and
maximally excited energy levels participate, leading to an
N-independent scaling of IE . The hybrid case presents an
intermediate behavior.

The quantum enhancement in power in these paradigmatic
examples was understood [2,3] with the help of certain nor-
malization criteria, as explained in Sec. IV C. The approach
in [3], for instance, imposes a linear scaling of �H2

C with
N , and one should perform the normalization H#

C → √
NH#

C .
With this criterion, the global charging is

√
N times faster than

the parallel one. On the other hand, under the constraint of
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TABLE I. Comparison between three different charging Hamil-
tonians of a battery composed of N qubit cells: the parallel charging,
the fully interactive global Hamiltonian (optimal), and an hybrid
construction where m blocks of q qubits are in parallel charged in
a fully interactive way. Also see Fig. 4.

Parallel Global Hybrid

HC λ
∑

j σ
j

x λ ⊗ j σ j
x λ

∑q−1
j=0 ⊗r

i=1σ
q j+i
x

‖HC‖ Nλ λ qλ

λtF π/2 π/2 π/2
�H 2

C Nλ2 λ2 qλ2

IE 4Nλ2 4λ2 4qλ2

E (t ) N p N p N p
�HB(t )2 N p(1 − p) N2 p(1 − p) Nr p(1 − p)
k-qubit ent. 1 N r
�EntHB(t )2 0 N p(N − 1)(1 − p) N p(r − 1)(1 − p)
P(t )

√
�2HBIE

√
�2HBIE

√
�2HBIE

*p = sin2(λt ).
**Note, at t0 and t f the state of the system is always a product state
regardless of the form of HC .

‖HC‖ scaling as N , imposed in Ref. [2], one should perform
the normalization H#

C → NH#
C . Within such norm rescaling,

the global charging performs N times faster than the parallel
one.

Instead, the approach presented in the previous sections
allows us to discuss the role of the entanglement between the
cells in the power of these models, without the need of relying
to a normalization constrain, and in a quantitative manner. It
is easy to see that the global (r-hyrbid) Hamiltonians leads to
a battery state that will have N (r)-qubit entanglement:

|�〉global =
√

1 − p|0〉⊗N + √
p|1〉⊗N ,

|�〉hybrid = ⊗q−1
j=0|�(t )〉 j, (49)

|�〉 j =
√

1 − p ⊗r
i=1 |0〉q j+i + √

p ⊗r
i=1 |1〉q j+i.

Notice (compare rows 7 ad 8 of Table I) that this amount of
k-qubit entanglement impacts the superlinear scaling factor of
�2HB, and thus also the one of power. In the middle of the

FIG. 4. Dynamics of energy levels pk , according to their defini-
tion (21), during a parallel (a) and a global (b) charging process. Here
one can see the contribution of each energy level (y axis) to the total
energy, as a function of time. One can see absolute nonlocality in
energy space for the global case, where there is a coexistence in time
of the highest and lowest energy level, and locality of the parallel
one, where at a given time only levels that are close contribute to the
total energy.

evolution, for t = π/4 the states are exactly in the GHZ form,
and the bound of Eq. (44) is saturated.

VI. SPECIFIC SPIN MODELS

In this section, we study our previously derived bounds
in specific spin-1/2 models, effectively described in terms
of qubits. The models, which can in principle be realized
experimentally (see, for instance, Ref. [29]), are (i) integrable
spin models in 1D with ultracold fermionic atoms, (ii) the
Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model with ultracold atoms
or atoms near nanostructures, and (iii) Dicke model with
ultracold ions, BEC in an optical cavity, or cavity circuit QED.
While it is true that some of these spin models have already
been presented in the literature [2,4,5] as candidates for an
experimentally realizable quantum battery, we use our for-
malism to systematically analyze them. More specifically, for
each model, we discuss the impact of both the evolution speed,
quantified by IE , and the smartness of the path undergone in
the power of the battery, related to �H2

B and k-qubit(spin)
entanglement, hence clarifying the origin of possible speed
ups. Furthermore, we also study the amount and quality of
stored energy in the final battery state.

In all the cases, we consider that the quantum battery is a
chain of N spin-1/2 cells. We work in the local basis of Pauli
matrices for each spin, i.e., any local operator acting on jth
spin can be expressed in terms of {σ

j
x , σ

j
y , σ

j
z , I}, and define

our battery Hamiltonian as

HB = 1

2

N−1∑
j=0

σ j
z . (50)

We consider that the spin system is initially in the ground
state of the battery Hamiltonian HB. We now look at different
charging models.

A. Integrable spin models

Here we consider a general class of charging Hamiltonians
in 1D of the form

HJW = HB + 1

2

N−1∑
j = 0

m = 1

[
(λm + γm)σ j

x

( ⊗ j+m−1
l= j+1 σ l

z

)
σ j+m

x

+ (λm − γm)σ j
y

( ⊗ j+m−1
l= j+1 σ l

z

)
σ j+m

y

]
, (51)

that can be diagonalized exploiting the Jordan-Wigner (JW)
transformation. Above, we have implicitly assumed transla-
tional invariance and periodic boundary conditions. The above
family of Hamiltonians includes the 1D transverse field Ising
model and XY model with a transverse field if we limit the
interaction range to nearest neighbors only. The dynamics of
these spin systems, parametrized by (λm, γm), can be easily
solved (see Appendix A ) by a mapping through the aforemen-
tioned JW transformation to a fermionic chain, followed by a
Fourier transformation of the fermionic operators exploiting
the translational invariance, and a final Bogoliubov transfor-
mation of the Fourier transformed fermionic operators.

What is important in our discussion of these systems,
acting as quantum batteries, is that in the fermionic picture
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they present a local structure in momentum space due to their
translational invariance. This means that the Hilbert space
structure of the problem can be expressed as

H =
⊗

Hk,−k, (52)

where k labels the quasimomentum, and thus these models
are very similar to an hybrid model with r = 2 (see Table I),
which is close to the parallel case, as there is only two-particle
entanglement between (k,−k) modes. We see this fact in that
we are able to write all the relevant dynamical quantities (see
Appendix A) as a sum of independent contributions from each
(k,−k) subspace. For instance,

E (t ) =
∑

k∈#BZ

εk (t ),

P(t ) =
∑

k∈#BZ

ε̇k (t ),

�HB(t )2 =
∑

k∈#BZ

εk (t )(2 − εk (t )),

�H2
JW =

∑
k∈#BZ

sin2(θk )ω2
k ,

(53)

where εk , θk , and ωk depend on the parameters of the model
and #BZ refers to the reduced Brillouin zone of the fermionic
chain (see Appendix A). Notice that, as the size of the reduced
Brillouin zone is proportional to N , the quantities appearing in
Eqs. (A11) have a natural linear scaling with N .

Comparing the parallel and hybrid rows of Table I, we
observe that these integrables models can present a quantum
advantage by at most a factor of 2, under the criteria that the
speed factor IE is kept at a constant value. This result is in
agreement with the result of Ref. [3], where it was shown that,
for a fixed �H2

JW, the maximum quantum advantage is given
by the order of interaction of HJW.

The only collective effect we are left with is the syn-
chronization between independent modes [two producible
states of (k,−k) particles]. This phenomenon has a direct
consequence: it limits the capacity and quality of stored
energy, as in general the set of energies εk (t ) will not be
maximized simultaneously. This feature is discussed in Fig. 5
for particular choices of (λm, γm). It is also important to notice
that, in general, the system will not be in an energy eigenstate
when it reaches maximum capacity. However, the energy
uncertainty associated with the final state will be negligible
in the thermodynamical limit, as �HB(t f )/E (t f ) ∼ 1/

√
N .

Moreover, one can compute the Fisher information in energy
eigenspace for these models (see Appendix B) to see how
tight our bound is for different choices of parameters and as a
function of N , a result which is shown in Fig. 6.

B. Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model

Another class of charging Hamiltonians that we consider
is based on the LMG model [30], which allows for two-body
spin interactions with an infinite range. Namely, the charging
Hamiltonian is given by

HLMG = λ

N

∑
i< j

(
σ i

xσ
j

x + γ σ i
yσ

j
y

) + 1

2

N−1∑
j=0

σ j
z , (54)

FIG. 5. Dynamics of the stored energy for different spin inte-
grable models described by the Hamiltonian Eq. (A1). The legend
indicates to which model corresponds each line. We have studied
the XY (XX) model that correspond to λm = 0 (λm = γm). For
each of these models, we have studied the nearest-neighbor (NN)
case, where γ1 = 1 and γm 
=1 = 0, and also the power law (pow)
case, where γm = m−2. We have fixed the system size to N =
20 spins and normalized the stored energy (Y axis) accordingly,
such that it is bounded to 1. We observe that for all the models
the maximum stored energy is about 50% of the total due to the
desynchronization between the different modes that contribute to this
quantity.

where λ is the coupling strength, γ the anisotropy parameter,
and the factor 1/N is included in the model in order to have a
finite interaction energy per spin in the thermodynamic limit.
For the infinite range Ising model (γ = 0), HLMG is analog to
the so-called twist-and-turn Hamiltonian [31]. There λ mimics
the twisting parameter, and the linear term coming from HB is
a rotation around the z axis. Using the components of the total
spin operator J := (Jx, Jy, Jz ), with

Jα =
N−1∑
j=0

σ
j

α

2
(α = x, y, z), (55)

FIG. 6. Over the grey dashed line, we plot the value of cos θP :=
P/

√〈�H 2
B〉�t 〈IE 〉�t as a function of the number of spins N for

the models presented in Fig. 5. We observe a fast saturation to an
approximate 0.8 value. Below the grey dashed line, we plot the same
quantity but substituting 〈IE 〉�t → 4�2HJW, and it saturates to an
approximate 0.6 value. This shows how lower is our bound obtained
using the Fisher information in energy eigenspace instead of the
speed in Hilbert space for these particular models.
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the LMG Hamiltonian of Eq. (54) can be rewritten as

HLMG = λ

2N
[(1 + γ )(J+J− + J−J+ − N )

+ (1 − γ )(J2
+ + J2

−)] + Jz, (56)

where we have introduced the ladder operators J+ and J−, that
are related to the total spin operators by Jx = 1

2 (J+ + J−), and
Jy = 1

2i (J+ − J−). Notice that, in the total spin notation, the
battery Hamiltonian reads HB = Jz. Note also that J is a con-
stant of motion, i.e., [J, HLMG] = 0, and that the initial state
lies in the maximum spin sector. These properties effectively
reduce the size of the Hilbert space of the problem, that scales
only linearly with N , instead of the exponential 2N scaling of
the total Hilbert space described by local Pauli matrices.

Let us first discuss some general properties of the Hamil-
tonian (56) that mainly affect the capacity properties of the
LMG model. First, note that deposition of energy into the
battery only occurs if γ 
= 1, and the maximum capacity is
achieved for γ = −1 [see Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)]. This comes
from the fact that the mixed terms in the Hamiltonian (i.e.,
J+J− and J−J+) are diagonal operators in the energy eigenba-
sis, and hence they only contribute to the free evolution and
not to the charging process.

Second, there are two regimes depending on the value of
the parameter λ. The strong-coupling regime is defined by
λ � 1, whereas in the weak-coupling regime λ < 1. In the
latter, the LMG model leads to very poor charging prop-
erties, as the maximum stored energy tends to zero in the
thermodynamic limit. This is due to the fact that the ground
state of the battery Hamiltonian HB (i.e., the initial state) is
also an eigenstate of HLMG, when N → ∞ [32]. Therefore,
for our discussion, we will focus on the strong-coupling
regime.

In studying power for LMG model, a first quantity of
interest is the variance of the charging Hamiltonian

�H2
LMG = λ2

2
(1 − γ )2 + O

(
1

N

)
. (57)

We see that these variance does not scale with N , implying
that IE cannot scale with N either, as IE � 4�H2

LMG. Hence,
our bound (33) tells us that any scaling of the power with N
can only be associated with �H2

B . Note, the correlations are
expected to be enhanced in this model due to the long-range
nature of the interactions between spins, and also because it
does not have any “hidden” local structure in energy, unlike
the previous case of integrable spin models. Nevertheless, they
are bounded to scale as N2 at most (see Sec. IV D). As a
consequence, power can scale at maximum linearly with N for
the LMG charging Hamiltonian, and no N-dependent speed
up is possible.

To make a quantitative analysis of the scaling of such
correlations with the number of spins N , and also study the
tightness of our bound on power, we have solved its dynamics
for two values of the coupling strength in the strong-coupling
regime (λ = 5, 20), and a fixed value of γ = −1.

First, we would like to draw attention to Fig. 7, where
one can visualize the evolution of the LMG battery in the
eigenspace of HB. If one compares this evolution with the
ones of the paradigmatic cases (see Fig. 4), one observes

FIG. 7. Dynamics of the energy levels during the charging pro-
cess based on the LMG model for λ = 5. Due to the structure of
HLMG, only every second energy level starting from the initial state is
occupied during the evolution.

that the LMG battery has some common properties with the
global charging case, as there appears entanglement between
the states that are far away in energy during evolution. This
enhances the battery variance �H2

B , as explained below.
However, in the LMG battery, there are many energy levels
involved in the charging process, contrary to what happened
in the global charging case, where only the lowest and highest
energy states participate.

In Fig. 8(b), one can see the enhancement of the time-
averaged energy variance �H2

B in the LMG battery. Even
though this variance does not saturate the bound of N2 scaling,
it definitely scales superextensively, as ∼N1.8. As per Eq. (43),
this scaling means that the battery is in a highly k-qubit

FIG. 8. The figures consider time-averaged quantities of the
LMG model, which are relevant in the study of power, as a function
of the number of spins N . The final time has been chosen as the one
for which the capacity is maximized. Blue color is used for λ = 20,
whereas red color is used for λ = 5. Quantities that carry units of
time (i.e., power and Fisher information) have been renormalized
with the coupling strength λ. The legends indicate the scaling with N
of the different curves.
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FIG. 9. Capacity properties of the LMG battery. In (a) and (b),
one can see the expected scaling of the capacity and the final relative
energy variance as a function of the system size. The blue color is
used for λ = 20, whereas red color is used for λ = 5, and the legends
indicate the scaling law. In (c), we plot the dependence with the
anisotropy parameter γ of both the capacity and power. For this plot,
we used a system of 50 spins and set λ = 5.

entangled state during the charging process. In Fig. 8(c), one
observes that the Fisher information IE does not vary with the
system size, a result that is in agreement with the analytical
formula of Eq. (57). Finally, we note that, for the LMG battery
in the strong-coupling regime, the bound (33) is tight at order
N [see Fig. 8(d)], and power scales approximately linearly
with N [see Fig. 8(a)], inheriting the scaling of �HB. We also
remark that increasing the driving parameter λ decreases the
tightness of the bound.

At this point, it is interesting to compare the conclu-
sions obtained for the LMG model within the scope of the
bound (33) and the analysis on speed ups under certain
normalization criteria. In Ref. [3], it was predicted that, under
a fixed linear scaling with N of �H2

C , power could scale su-
perextensively in batteries with a large participation number,
e.g., the present LMG model. In Sec. IV C, we showed that if
one imposes a linear scaling with N of the Fisher information
IE (and thus of �H2

C), speed ups in power are directly related
to the enhancement of the battery variance �H2

B . We have
seen that, in the LMG battery, such variance is indeed highly
enhanced and it translates into power, as the bound (33) is
tight for this model. However, this enhancement in power
does not come from the speed of evolution, as the Fisher
information IE remain invariant with the system size. Thus
the normalization criterion under which such enhancement in
power was predicted does not apply.

Hence, the example of the LMG model shows the impor-
tance of both �H2

B and IE , and it stresses the two-fold origin
of quantum advantage in power.

To conclude with the LMG model, let us now briefly
discuss the energy capacity and its variance, quantitatively.
In Fig. 9(a), we see that in the strong-coupling regime the
energy stored scales linearly with the number of cells N ,
as expected. However, in Fig. 9(b), we see that there is no

decay of the relative variance of the final stored energy in
the large N limit. This presents an important problem for a
deterministic extraction of the stored energy, and it means that
the super extensive energy variance �H2

B that build-up during
the charging process to enhance power, does not disappear
in the final state.

C. Dicke model

A quantum battery can also be constructed by placing an
array of spins inside an optical cavity [33]. This particular
model has been studied in Ref. [4], where a collection of
N spins interact with a cavity field mode. In this section,
we reconsider this battery model and study it in the light of
our bounds presented before. The paradigm assumed here is
qualitatively different from the previous ones, as the system
that provides the energy to the battery (i.e., the charging
agent) is explicitly considered. The battery Hamiltonian is
still given by HB = Jz. The charging Hamiltonian includes the
free evolution of both the spins and the cavity and a linear
interaction between them. It reads

HDK = Jz + â†â + 2λ√
N

Jx(â† + â), (58)

where â†(â) are the usual creation (annihilation) operators
of cavity photons, satisfying [â, â†] = I, and the macrospin
notation is adopted as previously. In contrast to the convention
used in Ref. [4], here we include the factor 1√

N
in the coupling

in order to have a well defined thermodynamical limit,1 for
N → ∞. We consider that in the initial state the spins (i.e.,
the battery) are in the ground state of HB, and the cavity is in
the eigenstate of the photon number that contains N photons.

A first observation is that one can analytically compute

�H2
DK = 2λ2(2N + 1) , (59)

and therefore one sees that IE is bounded to scale linearly with
N (parallel case scaling) at most. One is then left with �H2

B as
the only quantity appearing in our bound (33) that could scale
superextensively in order to enhance the power scaling. Notice
that this is only possible if a normalized coupling λ/

√
N is

introduced. The non-normalized case, considered in Ref. [4],
can be experimentally engineered [34] if one considers that N
ranges from 1 to some large but finite value. In such scenario,
we have �H̃2

DK = 2Nλ2(2N + 1). Then, the power can scale
superextensively without the need of a superextensive scaling
in of �H2

B , i.e., the spins do not need to explore highly
correlated subspaces.

1The thermodynamical limit is considered on the cavity-spin sys-
tem as a whole. This implies that if one adds spins the cavity length
L should also increase to allocate them, keeping the density N/L
constant, or in other words N ∝ L. On the other hand, the coupling
term in the Hamiltonian (58) has its origin in the electric-dipole
interaction

∑
Ej · dj , where dj is the dipole of each spin, and Ej

the electric field at the spin position. Of course, the individual dipole
operators dj do not carry any scaling with N , and they are simply
proportional to σ j

x , but the electric field quantized inside a cavity of
length L carries a normalization factor 1/

√
L. Thus L and N need to

be proportional.
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FIG. 10. Dynamics of the energy levels pk during the charging
process based on Dicke model for λ = 0.01 (a) and 0.5 (b). In (a), we
see that for the weak-coupling regime the behavior is similar to the
parallel charging case. On the other hand, (b) shows an intermediate
behavior between parallel and global charging.

In order to be able to make stronger statements about this
system, we have numerically solved the dynamics for λ =
0.01 (λ = 0.5), which are representative examples of the weak
(strong) coupling regime of the Dicke model. The qualitative
difference between these two regimes can be pictorially seen
in Fig. 10, where we see that the dynamics of energy levels
are very local (and thus similar to the parallel charging case)
in the weak-coupling regime, whereas in the strong-coupling
regime they exhibit highly nonlocal properties, with levels
well separated in energy get entangled during evolution.

Let us now turn to the quantitative discussion of these two
regimes. A first result [see Fig. 11(c)] is that, when including
the normalization 1/

√
N in the coupling, the superextensive

behavior of power presented in Ref. [4] disappears, and linear
scaling in N (as in the parallel case) is approximately recov-
ered, both in the weak and the strong-coupling regime. In
contrast, when analyzed in terms of the quantities appearing
in our bound, the strong-coupling regime shows relevant
differences with respect to a parallel charging scenario.

In Fig. 11(b), we see that in both the weak and strong-
coupling regime, the time-averaged Fisher information IE

scales approximately linearly with N , in agreement with the
linear bound set by �H2

DK. The differences appear when
looking at the time averaged �H2

B [see Fig. 11(a)]. While
in the weak-coupling regime it scales linearly with N , in the
strong-coupling regime this quantity is enhanced and close to
the N2 scaling. This superlinear scaling is clearly associated
to the large value of the coupling λ, that allows for cavity-
mediated interactions between the spins, that explore highly
correlated subspaces. In fact, as Eq. (43) is also valid for
mixed states, this superlinear scaling means that the spins (i.e.,
the battery) are in a mixture of k-qubit entangled pure states,
with k � 1.

FIG. 11. The figures consider time-averaged quantities of the
Dicke model, which are relevant in the study of power, as a function
of the number of spins N inside the cavity. The final time has been
chosen as the one for which the capacity is maximized. The blue
color (circles) is used for the weak-coupling regime (λ = 0.01),
whereas the red color (squares) is used for the strong-coupling
regime (λ = 0.5). Quantities that carry units of time (i.e., power
and Fisher information) have been renormalized with the coupling
strength λ. The legends indicate the scaling with N of the different
curves.

Nevertheless, the enhancement of �H2
B in the strong-

coupling regime is not reflected in the scaling of power, as
one can see in Fig. 11(d) that the bound (33) is far from

being saturated in this regime, i.e., 〈P〉�t �
√

〈�H2
B〉�t 〈IE 〉�t ,

leading to power scaling only linearly with N . Remarkably,
our bound is tight at order N in the weak-coupling regime.

Let us finally discuss the Dicke model in terms of storage.
We observe in Fig. 12 that, while in the weak-coupling
regime the capacity properties are similar than those of a
parallel charging, in the strong-coupling regime there is a
worsening in the quality of the stored energy. This is be-
cause the superextensive energy variance generated during
the charging process does not disappear completely in the
final state [see Fig. 12(b)], as they decay much slower than
1/

√
N . In Fig. 12(c), we also show the significant presence

of entanglement between the final state of the battery and the
source (i.e., the cavity) in this strong-coupling regime.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

For a quantum battery, in which the cells are quantum
in nature and the process of charging and discharging could
introduce quantum correlation among them, a natural ques-
tion is how to harness the quantum advantages such that it
outperforms a classical battery. The aim of this work is to find
physically meaningful quantities, in relation to the quantum
nature of cells and processes, and bounds to characterize a
quantum battery. The important properties of a battery are:
capacity, i.e., the amount of energy it can store and deliver;
power, which signifies how fast a battery can be charged or
discharged; and variance in the stored energy, which deter-
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FIG. 12. The figures show the relevant quantities for the capacity
of the Dicke model evaluated at the final time t f , as a function of the
number of spins N inside the cavity. Blue color (circles) is used for
the weak-coupling regime (λ = 0.01), whereas red color (squares)
is used for the strong-coupling regime (λ = 0.5). In (c), we plot the
entanglement entropy SB := −Tr(ρB log2 ρB ) of the battery reduced
density matrix, defined as ρB = Trc(ρ ), where the trace is performed
over the cavity degree of freedom. We normalize this quantity by its
maximum value SB

max = log2(N + 1).

mines the quality of the stored energy and to which extent
it can be deterministically accessed. For a battery composed
of many noninteracting identical quantum cells, the capacity
is additive and it is independent of the correlations present
in the battery state. While in the case of power, which may
not be additive, we expect to see roles of intercell correlations
leading to certain quantum advantages.

We have derived the capacity, that is, a fundamental bound
for the storage of a quantum battery, with the help of the
energy-entropy diagram. For a battery with a finite number of
quantum cells and a general unitary charging and discharging
process, the capacity often does not saturate. However, in the
thermodynamic limit (i.e., with a considerably large number
of quantum cells), the capacity is saturated.

While studying the power of a quantum battery, we have
considered the evolution of quantum states when it is pro-
jected in the eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian. Such an
approach led us to derive a lower bound on power in terms
of two battery dependent quantities. One of these quantities
is the Fisher information calculated after the battery state is
projected in the eigenspace of the battery Hamiltonian, and
the other one is the energy variance of the battery. While
both these quantities are influenced by the appearance of
entanglement like correlations during charging (discharging)
processes, the former signifies how fast the process takes place
in the energy eigenspace and latter encodes how smart (in
terms of path length) the trajectory of evolution is. This ap-
proach enables us to characterize quantum advantages arising
from two different sources. Moreover, for the case of qubit-
based quantum batteries, we have presented an inequality that
shows the maximum charging power that a battery can exhibit
when it has at most k-qubit entanglement, thus establishing a

novel interrelation between entanglement and power. The fact
that the k producibility is related with the violation of Bell
inequalities [35,36] could also lead to further studies, in which
the relation of power with nonlocality [37] is explored.

In the light of the newly introduced bounds, we have
considered several spin models of quantum batteries. A first
set of paradigmatic models has served us to illustrate how
the saturation of the presented bounds can be achieved, and
the typical scalings with the number of cells (that is, the
spins) of the relevant quantities. We have also studied a few
physically realizable models. While exhibiting a reasonably
good behavior in terms of capacity, they are not able to show
a superlinear scaling in power. In the case of integrable spin
models, despite their interacting nature, the hidden local struc-
ture in momentum space makes them very similar to a battery
in which the cells are charged independently. For the LMG
model, we have shown that quantum entanglement enhances
the charging power, but the reduced speed of evolution IE

leads to the same overall scaling as in the case where the cells
are charged independently. Finally, we have also studied the
Dicke model in two regimes. In the weak-coupling regime,
the model is similar to the parallel case, while in the strong-
coupling regime, there is a large generation of entanglement
between the spins. However, our bound is poorly staurated
in this latter regime, and entanglement does not contribute in
enhancing the power. That is why it exhibits the same scaling
as in the parallel case.

As a final remark, we believe that our approach and results
towards characterizing quantum batteries, in terms of bounds
on storage and power, and correct identification of the origins
of quantum advantages, will find important applications in its
theoretical and technological aspects.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION TO THE DYNAMICS OF THE
INTEGRABLE SPIN MODELS

Here we recast the Hamiltonian

HJW = HB + 1

2

N−1∑
j = 0

m = 1

[
(λm + γm)σ j

x

( ⊗ j+m−1
l= j+1 σ l

z

)
σ j+m

x

+ (λm − γm)σ j
y

( ⊗ j+m−1
l= j+1 σ l

z

)
σ j+m

y

]
, (A1)
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To diagonalize it we start by mapping it, trough the JW
transformation, to a fermionic chain with the battery and
charging Hamiltonians in quadratic forms, i.e.,

HB =
∑

j

f †j f j,

HJW = HB +
N−1∑
j = 0

m = 1

[λm( f j f †j+m − f †j f j+m)

+ γm( f j f j+m − f †j f †j+m)], (A2)

where f j ( f †j ) are the annihilation (creation) fermionic oper-
ation at the j-th site of the chain, and we have dropped an
irrelevant constant from HB. Notice that in the fermionic pic-
ture the battery Hamiltonian is the particle number operator,
and therefore a charging process occurs trough the creation
of particles driven by HJW, from the initial vacuum state. It
is useful to perform a Fourier transformation of the fermionic
operators to bring the battery and charging Hamiltonian into
the following form:

HB =
∑

k∈#BZ

( f †k fk + f †−k f−k ),

(A3)
HJW =

∑
k∈#BZ

�
†
k Mk�k,

with the definitions

�k = ( fk, f †−k )T ,

(A4)

fk = 1√
N

∑
j

e−ik j f j .

Notice that #BZ stands for the reduced Brillouin zone, that
is, the subset of positive k’s from the set k = −π + 2π

n m, with
m ∈ [0, N − 1]. Mk is a 2 × 2 matrix, which form depends on
the parameters of the model and reads

Mk = ωk

(
cos θk sin θke−iπ/2

sin θkeiπ/2 − cos θk

)
, (A5)

where θk and ωk are defined as

ωk = 2

√√√√[
1

2
−

∑
m

λm cos (km)

]2

+
[∑

m

γm sin (km)

]2

,

sin θk = 2
∑

m γm sin (km)

ωk
. (A6)

The dynamics can now be solved by performing a sim-
ple Bogoliubov transformation. To do so, we define the
Bogoliubov fermionic modes as �k = Uk�k , where Uk is
a 2 × 2 unitary matrix. The matrix Uk is chosen such that
the Hamiltonian HJW in Eqs. (A3) becomes diagonal, when
rewritten in terms of the newly defined �k operators (i.e., the
matrix UkMkU

†
k is a diagonal matrix for all k). This matrix

reads

Uk =
(

e−iπ/4 cos(θk/2) e−iπ/4 sin(θk/2)

−e+iπ/4 sin(θk/2) e+iπ/4 cos(θk/2)

)
, (A7)

and the charging Hamiltonian takes the form

HJW =
∑

k∈#BZ

ωk�
†
k

(
1 0

0 −1

)
�k. (A8)

From the last expression, it is easy to see that, in the Heisen-
berg picture, the dynamics generated by HJW will lead to

�k (t ) =
(

e−iωk 0

0 e+iωk

)
�k (0). (A9)

Finally, one can then transform back to the Fourier trans-
formed fermionic modes,

�k (t ) = U †
k �k (t ), (A10)

and compute all the relevant dynamical quantities of the
problem:

E (t ) =
∑

k∈#BZ

εk (t ),

P(t ) =
∑

k∈#BZ

ε̇k (t ),

�HB(t )2 =
∑

k∈#BZ

εk (t )(2 − εk (t )),

�H2
JW =

∑
k∈#BZ

sin2(θk )ω2
k ,

(A11)

where εk (t ) = 2 sin2 θk sin2 ωkt .

APPENDIX B: FISHER INFORMATION OF INTEGRABLE
SPIN MODELS

We want to compute the Fisher information for the Hamil-
tonians of integrable spin models, considered in Eq. (A1).
To do so, we first notice that in the fermionic picture the
coefficient pl (t ) that appears in the definition of the Fisher
information is the probability of having l particles at a time
t . We also notice that pl (t ) will only have a nonzero value
for even l , as particles need to be created in pairs (k,−k)
to conserve momentum. Finally, the local structure of the
problem in k space allows us to compute separately for every
(k,−k) subspace the probability of being in the vacuum state
or in the pair state at a given instant of time. It is easy to
see that

pk,−k (t ) = εk (t )

2
. (B1)

To compute the Fisher information, we use these local proba-
bilities to determine the probability that the hole state contains
l particles:

pl (t ) =
∑
{σ }l

p(σ1) . . . p(σN ) (B2)

where the sum runs over the configurations {σ }l , which are
binary strings, each bit representing the state of a (k,−k)
subspace, with 0s (1s) representing the vacuum (pair) state.
These configurations are constrained to contain l/2 pairs (1s)
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and

p(σk ) =
{

εk/2 if σk = 1,

1 − εk/2 if σk = 0.
(B3)

And the time derivative of the above probability reads

ṗl (t ) =
∑
{σ }l

∑
σk

ε̇k

2
(−1)1+σk

∏
σ j 
=k

p(σ j ). (B4)
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